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Global Research is a small team that believes in the power of information and analysis to
bring about far-reaching societal change including a world without war.

Truth in media is a powerful instrument. As long as we keep probing, asking questions,
challenging media disinformation to find real understanding, then we are in a better position
to participate in creating a better world in which truth and accountability trump greed and
corruption.

*     *     *

Poison Gas – Weapon of Choice for “False News”

By Peter Koenig, April 12, 2018

The recent fake gas attack on Douma outside of Damascus, has allegedly killed 80 to 120
people, mostly women and children. Of course, that sells best in the propaganda theatre –
women and children. But there is not proof, none whatsoever.

False Flag in Syria Sets Stage for Wider War

By Tony Cartalucci, April 12, 2018

The US rush  to  conflict  attempts  to  sidestep  any  meaningful  investigation  into  the  attack,
fitting  a  larger  pattern  of  Washington  and  its  allies  using  baseless  chemical  weapon
allegations  for  wars  of  aggression  stretching  back  to  the  invasion  of  Iraq  in  2003.
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Trigger-Happy Trump and Syria: “The Worst Case Scenario Is Now Our Reality.”

By Felicity Arbuthnot, April 12, 2018

The discredited White Helmets – a “rescue” group only operating in areas held by “rebels”
who  routinely  decapitate,  including  children,  set  fire  to  people  and  commit  numerous

unspeakable  acts  –  have  produced  a  video  of  an  apparent  chemical  attack  on  7th  April.

The Most  Important  U.N.  Security  Council  Vote Ever?  Alleged Syria  Chemical  Weapons
Attack and US-NATO Plans to Invade Syria

By Eric Zuesse, April 12, 2018

On Tuesday,  April  10th,  the U.S.  and France were sending missiles,  ships,  planes and
soldiers for an invasion of Syria, which is defended by Russia; and two alternative draft
proposals  were  presented  to  the  U.N.  Security  Council  for  authorizing  an  expert
investigation to be done into the alleged April 7th chemical attack in Douma in Syria, which
alleged event the U.S. and France allege to be the justification for their planned invasion. 

US Government Backs Dangerous New Genetic Manipulation of Plants and Animals

By F. William Engdahl, April 12, 2018

The Trump Administration is backing a new technology for the genetic manipulation of
plants and even animals with no intend to supervise or regulate against possible dangers. If
left unchecked, it could open a Pandora’s Box of dangers to human health for generations. 

Yulia Skripal Is Plainly Incommunicado and Under Duress

By Craig Murray, April 12, 2018

Only the Russians have allowed us to hear the actual voice of Yulia Skripal, in that recorded
conversation with her cousin. So the one thing we know for certain is that, at the very first
opportunity she had, she called back to her cousin in Russia to let her know what is going
on. If you can recall, until the Russians released that phone call, the British authorities were
still telling lies that Sergei was in a coma and Yulia herself in a serious condition.

The original source of this article is Global Research
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